Exact and ordinary lumpability in nite Markov chains is considered. Both concepts naturally de ne an aggregation of the Markov chain yielding an aggregated chain that allows the exact determination of several stationary and transient results for the original chain. We show which quantities can be determined without an error from the aggregated process and describe methods to calculate bounds on the remaining results. Furthermore, the concept of lumpability is extended to nearly lumpability yielding approximative aggregation.
Introduction
The concept of lumpability and weak lumpability of partitions on state spaces of nite Markov chains (Markov chains) has been known for a long time 8, 9, 11, 12] . In those papers lumpability is de ned by the fact that the process resulting from the observation of the Markov chain by masking out transitions and states inside a partition group is also a Markov chain. If this is the case for an arbitrary initial vector, then the partition is lumpable, if only some initial vectors yield a Markov chain, the partition is weakly lumpable for these initial vectors. It is known that lumpability can also be characterized on the transition matrix, since the sums of transition probabilities from each state in a partition group to all states of a xed partition group have to be equal (row sum criterion). Both characterizations of lumpability are equivalent (see 8]). Recently Schweitzer 15] has introduced \exact lumpability" of a partition, which says that a partition is exactly lumpable if the sums of transition probabilities from states of a xed partition group into each state of another or the same partition group are all equal (column sum criterion). It can be shown that exact lumpability is a special case of weak lumpability. Following 16] we will name lumpability \ordinary lumpability" in this paper and use the notation \lumpable partition" for a partition that is either ordinarily or exactly lumpable. The characterizations of ordinary and exact lumpability on the transition matrix are of practical importance, because they can be used to develop constructive methods for the generation of lumpable partitions for an arbitrary Markov chain. Such methods are extremely useful in performance and reliability modelling, since the knowledge of a lumpable partition allows the generation of an aggregated Markov chain that is smaller than the original one, but can be used to determine several results for the original Markov chain without an error. Methods for the construction of lumpable partitions have been published in 2, 3] for a general class of hierarchical models. In 2] exact or ordinary lumpability is extended to nearly exact or ordinary lumpability which can be characterized straightforwardly on the transition matrix. Other approaches yielding lumpable partitions and aggregated processes are based on symmetries in Petri net or reliability models (see 1, 5, 4, 14] ). However, what has not yet been done is to analyse which results can be determined from an aggregated Markov chain resulting from an ordinarily or exactly lumpable partition and which information is lost by aggregating the Markov chain. Such results are of theoretical and practical importance, since often the generation of the huge overall Markov chain for a complex performance or reliability model can be avoided by the direct construction of the aggregated Markov chain using the methods mentioned previously.
In Section 2, the basic notation and de nitions are introduced. Although the paper considers discrete-time chains, most of the results hold also for continuous-time Markov chains which are uniformizable 16] . Section 3 describes stationary quantities and shows which of them can be determined from an aggregated chain. In Section 4, the same is done for several transient measures. Nearly exact and ordinary lumpability are introduced in Section 5. A small example is presented in Section 6 and the last section contains the conclusions.
Lumpability and aggregation
Let X be a homogeneous, nite and irreducible Markov chain on state space Z = f1 : : :ng with an aperiodic transition matrix P . Denote by the row vector containing the equilibrium distribution of the chain ( P = and e T = 1:0) and by k (= k?1 P) the distribution after k jumps starting with an initial distribution 0 . Obviously, lim k!1 k = . Let = f (1) : : : (N)g be a partition of the state space such that (I) Z ; (I) 6 = ; ; (I) \ (J) = ; N I=1 (I) = Z (1) for I; J 2 f1 : : :Ng. n I is the number of states in partition group (I). We assume that states belonging to one partition group are grouped together, which yields the following structure on P : 2 P = 0 B B @ P 1;1 : : : P 1;N : : : : : : P N;1 : : : P N;N 1 C C A : (2) Submatrix P I;J includes all transitions between states from (I) and (J). Let I ( k I ) be a subvector of ( k ) including the state probabilities for all states i 2 (I) (i.e. = ( 1 : : : N )).
According to the distributions over the partition groups and k are given by
for 1 I N :
The conditional stationary distribution inside partition group I is de ned as
Partition can be used to construct an aggregated Markov chainX on state spaceẐ = f1 : : :Ng by substituting each subset of states (I) by a single state. The transition matrix of the aggregated Markov chainP is generated using a collector matrix V and a distributor matrix W as shown in the following equation.P = WP V Theorem 1 P is an irreducible transition matrix )P is an irreducible transition matrix for each partition and each weight vector > 0.
Proof:
We have to show that for each pair I 1 ; I J 2 f1 : : :Ng exists a sequence of states fI 1 ; : : :; I J g such thatP(I j?1 ; I j ) > 0:0 (1 < j J). For each pair of states i 1 2 (I 1 ) and i J 2 (I J ) exists a sequence of states fi 1 : : :i J g with P(i j?1 ; i j ) > 0:0 (1 < j J) since P is irreducible . Now let I j be chosen such that i j 2 (I j ) (1 < j < J). 
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Notice that the opposite direction in theorem 1 is not true. Since we have assumed that P is irreducible, alsoP is irreducible and the stationary solution of the aggregated Markov chain^ exists uniquely as^ P =^ and^ e T = 1:0. In the same way the distribution of the aggregated Markov chain after k jumps starting with a distribution^ 0 is de ned as^ k (=^ k?1P ).
The usability of the aggregated Markov chain instead of the original Markov chain depends on the relation between the results of the two Markov chains, in particular, on the relation between , and^ for stationary analysis and between k , k and^ k for transient analysis. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to these relations. If we assume an arbitrary partition and an arbitrary weight vector , there is, of course, no relation between both Markov chains. Therefore we consider only special types of aggregated processes.
The rst aggregate is the \ideal aggregate" or \pseudo aggregate" 6, 13] resulting from an arbitrary partition and a weight vector = . The transition matrix of this aggregated Markov chain is denoted byP ID . Ideal aggregates can be generated for all partitions, however, the construction requires the knowledge of the stationary distribution for the original Markov chain and is therefore only of theoretical interest. More important are aggregates resulting from partitions ful lling special properties, namely lumpability.
De nition 1 Let P be the irreducible transition matrix of a nite Markov chain X on state space Z and = f (1) : : : (N)g a partition of the state space with collector matrix V . is ordinarily lumpable, i for all I 2 f1 : : :Ng and all i; j 2 (I): (e i ? e j )PV = 0 is exactly lumpable, i for all I 2 f1 : : :Ng and all i; j 2 (I): (e i ? e j )P T V = 0 is strictly lumpable, i it is ordinarily and exactly lumpable. e i is a row vector with 1.0 in position i and 0 elsewhere.
The above de nition of ordinary/exact lumpability de nes unique constants I;J = e i P I;J e T for ordinarily lumpable partitions and I;J = eP I;J e i T for exactly lumpable partitions, which are independent from i 2 (I).
Although we consider only discrete-time Markov chains in this paper, the results hold also for the continuous-time case. Let Y be a continuous-time Markov chain with generator matrix Q and let the transition rates Q(i; j) be bounded by some positive constant q < 1 ( The ideal aggregate yields an exact computation of the vector of aggregated state probabilities, the stationary state probabilities cannot be determined with the knowledge^ andP ID (of course, has to be known to construct an ideal aggregate). An aggregated Markov chain resulting from an exactly lumpable partition allows the computation of the stationary solution vector without an error. Aggregated Markov chains resulting from ordinarily lumpable partitions do not provide such detailed results, but the aggregated state probabilities can be determined without an error.
Theorem 4 16], x3] If is an ordinarily lumpable partition on the state space Z of a nite
Markov chain with transition matrix P, thenP = WPV the transition matrix of the aggregated chain according to is independent from the weight vector and^ = .
The elementsP(I; J) are equal to I;J .
If one is interested in the whole stationary solution vector or parts of this vector, aggregated Markov chains resulting form ordinarily lumpable partitions provide no exact results, only bounds can be determined. A trivial and usually unsatisfactory bound for the elements of is given by 0:0 < I (i) <^ (I). Tighter bounds for I are gained using the submatrices P I;J and P J;I as shown in 7], which requires, of course, the knowledge of the transition matrix for the overall Markov chain, or at least of parts of this matrix. However, ordinary lumpability provides no special improvements concerning the bounds on I , which lie in the same polyhedron as in the general case. The bounds on are, of course, improved by the exact knowledge of . We come back to the determination of bounds in section 5.
Transient measures
We consider two di erent kinds of transient measures. The rst are related to the behaviour of the ergodic Markov chain with transition matrix P as given in (2) . We are interested in k , the distribution of the Markov chain after k jumps starting with 0 and its relation to the aggregated state vector^ k . From an application viewpoint the convergence of k to is often important, since it describes the behaviour of the Markov chain after a disturbance, caused for instance by an overload or underload situation in the system being modelled.
The second kind of transient measures is related to a modi ed Markov chain with a set of absorbing states. We assume that the states from (N) are absorbing, yielding the transition matrix 
The modi ed process can be used to determine the distribution of absorption time and describes measures like sojourn times, probability ows, up or down times, availability and similar quantities of the modelled system.
In all cases considered here, no information about the transient behaviour can be gained from the ideal aggregate. However, aggregates resulting from ordinary/exact lumpability provide results in the transient case also. We start with the rst kind of measures on the ergodic Markov chain.
Theorem 5 If is an ordinarily lumpable partition on the state space Z of a nite Markov chain with transition matrix P andP is the transition matrix of the aggregated Markov chain according to as de ned in Theorem 4, then^ k = k for^ 0 = 0 V = 0 .
Proof:
We prove the result by induction over k and notice that it holds for k = 0. Assume that it has been proved for k ? 1 Proof:
Assume that the result holds for k ? 1 . By induction we show that it also holds for k: Since by assumption the result holds for k = 0, the proof is complete. 2
The class of allowed initial vectors is of practical importance and includes distributions that describe at system level situations where identical components are in an identical state (e.g. all components in a reliability model are up).
The results for the absorbing process are, of course, very similar. Before we give the related theorems, some new quantities have to be de ned. The transition matrix of the aggregated Markov chain related to P is given by For exactly lumpable partitions, both initial distributions observe the conditions of Theorem 8.
Near lumpability and approximative aggregation
A natural way to extend the concepts of exact and ordinary lumpability is to allow a small di erence for elements of one partition according to the column/row sum criterion, yielding nearly exactly/ordinarily lumpable partitions.
De nition 2 Let P be the irreducible transition matrix of a nite Markov chain X on state space Z and = f (1) : : : (N)g a partition of the state space with collector matrix V .
is nearly ordinarily lumpable, i for all I 2 f1 : : :Ng and all i; j 2 (I) : (e i ? e j )PV < e; is nearly exactly lumpable, i for all I 2 f1 : : :Ng and all i; j 2 (I) : (e i ?e j )P T V < e; is nearly strictly lumpable, i it is nearly exactly and nearly ordinarily lumpable for 0 < << 1:0.
A concept similar to nearly exact lumpability has been published by Schweitzer 15] . It di ers from nearly exactly lumpability slightly since the value is de ned as max 1 I N d(I), where d = (V T (P T V ? VP T )e T ) for someP = WPV . The advantage of our de nition is that it is independent from a particular aggregated matrixP, and corresponds directly to the maximum di erence of elements in the bounding matrices de ned below. Nevertheless, both concepts are based on the same underlying ideas.
If is a nearly exactly/ordinarily lumpable partition, P can be represented as A + B, where A is a matrix which is exactly/ordinarily lumpable according to . Following theorem 3 (or Theorem 4, respectively) an aggregated Markov chain with transition matrixÂ is generated that can be used to approximate the behaviour of the original chain. The aggregated Markov chain is used to determine the behaviour of a chain with transition matrix A and the results are exact, in the sense de ned in the previous section, for this Markov chain. If is su ciently small, these results approximate the behaviour of the Markov chain with transition matrix P very well, as known from perturbation theory. The emphasis of the remainder of this section is on the determination of bounds on the error made when calculating results for the overall chain from the aggregated chain, as introduced previously for the case of exactly/ordinarily lumpable partitions.
If is a nearly ordinarily lumpable partition, the transition matrixP depends on the weight vector used for aggregate construction. Possible transition probabilities between the states of the aggregated Markov chain are de ned as are not observed, the elements of the bounding matrices are improved to meet the relations.
Following 7] the I-th row of Z L is the stationary vector of a stochastic matrix which results from L by increasing the elements of column I until the resulting matrix is stochastic. Thus, the stationary vector of any stochastic matrix elementwise larger or equal to L can be expressed as a linear combination of the rows of Z L . It has been shown by Courtois that the bounds given in (10) are the best, if only L is known (it should be noticed that in this case J equals f1 : : :Ng). However, the additional knowledge of U increases the available information and this is only partially considered by de ning the set J as the set of columns where L and U include at least one di erent element. Obviously the set of stochastic matrices which has to be considered includes those matrices which are elementwise not smaller than L and, additionally, not larger than U. This di erence is not re ected in the isolated analysis of Z L and Z U since it is implicitly assumed that each element of the matrices can be increased/decreased to yield a stochastic matrix.
The de nition of J only captures those columns where both bounding matrices are equal. The question is whether we can get better bounds with an acceptable e ort using both matrices L and U. Of course, this depends on the concrete matrices but in many realistic cases the di erence U(I; J) ? L(I; J) is rather small such that 1:0 ? P N K=1 L(I; K) has to be distributed over several elements. In what follows we assume that Z U exists (i.e., the inverse of (I ? U) exists and ful lls the above conditions). The outlined optimization procedure requires additional e ort which equals the solution of a linear programming problem using an appropriate algorithm (e.g., the simplex algorithm) for each component of the bounding vector to be optimized. However, the approach allows to capture upper and lower bounds for the elements of the matrix and results in tighter bounds when the di erence between the elements of the lower and upper bounds matrix is smaller than the di erence of the row sums from 1.0.
The quality of the bounds depends on several factors (see 7] for additional explanations), the width j^ max ?^ min j becomes smaller, if the di erence U ? L decreases (or L, U become \more stochastic"). Better bounding matrices can be found by rst determining bounds for the conditional distributions I using the same approach as outlined for bounding^ . The approach is omitted here since it is described in detail in 7]. If bounds for I are computed, these bounds can be combined with the bounds for^ yielding bounds for the complete vector . Nevertheless, bounding I requires the generation of the matrix P and the computation of an inverse matrices of order n I for each I 2 f1; : : :; Ng. If we assume that near lumpability results from a large number of nearly identical components, then the dimension of P is much larger than the dimension ofP and the bounding matrices L and U often can be generated directly from the model speci cation.
Therefore it is desirable to use only the matrices of the aggregated Markov chain.
For nearly exactly lumpable partitions the matrices L and U can be used for bounding the aggregation error, but the di erence between the elements U(I; J) ? L(I; J) needs not to be in any relation to . Therefore the bounds might become poor. 
With the above matrices bounds on k can be determined for a special class of initial distributions as shown in the following theorem. The proof for k I (i) ^ k max (I) follows immediately.
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Bounds on k can be found in the same way. However, although bounds for transient quantities of aggregated Markov chains resulting from nearly exactly lumpable partitions can be determined as for the nearly ordinarily lumpable case, bounds for cannot be calculated from the matrices L and U. The problem is that the transition probabilities of the aggregated Markov chain depend on I the distribution inside the partition groups, which depends on the structure of the whole matrix P.
An application
The example to be presented describes two synchronized processes and is an extended version of the model published in 10]. Each process has a local clock and a copy of the value of the clock of the other process. Let C i be the actual value of the clock of process i = 1; 2 and C i be the value of the copy of clock i in process j 6 = i. At the end of a time interval the clock of process i is incremented by o1 with probability 1 ? f i . Additionally a message with the actual clock value is sent to the other process. With probability 1 ? l i the message from process i reaches j immediately. However, with probability f i the clock is not incremented and, of course, no message is sent and with probability l i a message is lost. To synchronize the processes, a process is blocked if the di erence between his own clock and the image of the clock of his counterpart becomes too large (i.e., C i ? C j < has to hold in a non-blocked state, where is the upper bound by which the value of the local clock is allowed to exceed the copy of the clock value of the other process). A blocked process does not increment its clock but still transmits messages at the end of a time interval. For the de nition of possible transitions we have to distinguish the cases C i ? C j < (the process is not blocked) and C i ? C j = (the process is blocked). In the former case the following transitions and transition probabilities are possible for process i = 1; 2.
1. The clock is incremented and the message is received by the other process with probability p i 1 = (1 ? f i )(1 ? l i ).
2. The clock is incremented but no message is received by the other process with probability 
The results of the aggregated chain determine stationary results of the original chain completely. Transient results can be computed for the aggregated state probabilities and for speci c states of the original chain under the condition that the initial distribution assigns equal probabilities to states in a partition group. The bounds are improved by the optimization, however, we cannot expect too much in this small example, since most of the elements of L and U are equal and the dimension of the matrices is very small. In Table 2 the values k^ max ?^ min k 1 and k^ max ?^ min k 2 for both sets of bounds are given. The results con rm the observation for a single component of the solution vector and show that bounds can be improved using the optimization procedure. In Table 3 bounds for (1) in a system with = 5 are shown. In this case the original Markov chain includes 286 states, the reduced chain resulting from a strictly lumpable partition includes l 1 l 2 Courtois optimized Courtois optimized 1.0e-5 6.0600e-6 3.1662e-6 1.2051e-5 7.8638e-6 1.0e-4 6.0603e-5 3.1665e-5 1.2052e-4 7.8647e-5 1.0e-3 6.0630e-4 3.1692e-4 1.2062e-3 7.8731e-4 1.0e-2 6.0907e-3 3.1961e-3 1.2165e-2 7.9578e-3 5.0e-2 3.1089e-2 1.6578e-2 6.3171e-2 4.1691e-2 only 160 states. The results are similar to the previous example with = 1, however, the absolute di erence between lower and upper bound becomes larger. It is worthwhile to mention that the optimization procedure might be used only for speci c states (i.e. in the previous example only for the rst state). The simple example is su cient to show the idea of aggregation based on lumpability. The gains of the method increase, of course, with the number of identical or nearly identical components in a system. Realistic models often consist of very huge state spaces and several identical components allowing a signi cant reduction of the state space based on lumpability.
Conclusions
In this paper we investigate the aggregation of nite Markov chains based on exact and ordinary lumpability. It has been shown that various measures on the original Markov chain can be determined on the aggregated Markov chain without an error. The concepts of nearly ordinary and nearly exactly lumpability are introduced and easily to computable bounds on the aggregation error have been presented.
In practical applications from performance or reliability modelling aggregated Markov chains can often be generated straightforward from the \high-level" model speci cation using recently developed techniques (see 1, 2, 3, 5, 4, 14] ). The aggregation is often based on strictly lumpable partitions combining the advantages of exact and ordinary lumpability. Nevertheless, the usability of the aggregated Markov chain to determine results for the overall Markov chain is limited. Stationary quantities can be completely determined, transient measures are only computable as aggregated state probabilities or for special classes of initial distributions.
